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VaxCon Warning System 
Vaxcon is a warning system used to identify the current level of threat against the health 
and freedom of American citizens and America itself. (We’re presently at Vaxcon 2) 
 
Vaxcon 5  

An experimental, genetically-engineered medical procedure is rushed to market without 
adequate testing under the title of “emergency authorization.” Vaxing everyone is the whole 
of the government’s plan to deal with the Covid crisis. What is being shot into people’s arms 
is not a vaccine, does not adhere to the standard parameters of a vaccine, and has not gone 
through the vigorous testing required for vaccine approval (to determine the long-term 
effects). It’s an experimental, genetically-modified agent that is being labeled as a “vaccine,” 
and likened to other vaccines—such as those that reportedly eradicated smallpox and 
polio—for promotion purposes. It is also being rolled out as a “vaccine” so that 
manufacturers can’t be held responsible or sued due to adverse reactions and/or deaths 
resulting from the shot.  

Thus, an unproven and most-likely harmful agent is being mass-administered to the 
American public which admittedly does not prevent a person from contracting Covid-19 or 
spreading it to others. The only efficacy claimed is that it reduces symptoms related to the 
Covid-19 virus, for a period of 60 days, for the .05% of people who may come down with 
Covid. (Studies show that supplementing with aspirin and/or Vitamin D will be more 
effective at reducing severe symptoms than the shot.) The shot may reduce symptoms for a 
short period of time, only however, at the cost of debilitating a person’s robust immune 
system and making them more vulnerable to reinfection and all variants of the Covid-19 
virus in the future. Several doctors have demonstrated that the “vaccine” causes a host of 
medical problems including micro-clotting in the brain, lungs, and arteries in over 60% of 
people who received the shot. The possible long-term, negative effects on the immune 
system and overall health are not known at this time but could be “catastrophic.” Even an 
originator of the mRNA technology is opposed the use of this technology in a widespread 
vaccine at this time. Doctors have given up on their oath of “Do no harm” and replaced it 
with “Get the shot.” 
 
Vaxcon 4   

The government remains aloof to all the contrary reports of the negative side-effects of 
the shot and keeps pushing through their vax agenda. Propaganda is the new norm. 
Millions of people are coerced, shamed, cudgeled, bribed, etc. into getting this experimental 
shot despite the massive side-effects (and deaths) being reported. Thousands of doctors 
protest the shot, saying it may be harmful in the short-run and may be tragically harmful in 
the long run. They are not anti-vaxxers, they are pro-vaxxers who insist on safe, fully-tested 
vaccines and not experimental procedures imposed on the American people. While growing 
amounts of information point to the short-term and potential long-term harm of the vax, the 
government continues to lie and misinform people saying that the vaccine is safe, even 
though they have no way of knowing this since it has not gone through any long-term 
testing. The government actively suppresses any voice of descent with the help of big 
business and major media platforms. Every Facebook post mentioning vaccine problems or 
anti-vax material is accompanied by a note saying the vaccine is safe and “has gone 
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through extensive testing.” All those who dare to speak out against the “vaccine rollout” are 
threatened, silenced, blackballed, deplatformed, and/or discredited. The White House issues 
a hit list of “The Disinformation Dozen,” which a list of the twelve top people who are 
spreading vaccine disinformation. Most of these people are doctors. The media does not 
address what these doctors have to say or the evidence upon which their positions are 
based; their only goal is to silence these “disinformationist” and “hoax-promoters” who are 
costing lives. (No one cares to ask: “Why would these doctors perpetuate a hoax about a 
vaccine and lose their job, and their career, and all their grant money, for something that 
brings them no benefit?”) Facebook extends the reach of its “fact-checkers,” a service 
funded by vaccine manufacturers to delete postings and accounts that put forth information 
not consistent with “the facts” that Big Pharma wants to promote. The corruption of science 
is widespread. Data is corrupt and agenda-driven. Scientists are silenced. “Trust the 
Science” is the new code word for “Shut the F* Up.” The message is clear: “Trust what we 
say. Don’t speak up. Be a good citizen and get the shot.”  

This is a time of government-sanctioned book burning and witch hunting. The voice of 
people and medical doctors are shut down. TV hosts are trained to promote the pro-vax 
message and block, belittle, or distort contrary information. The grand debate regarding 
Covid-19, Covid-19 treatment, and vaccines is presented to the public through agenda-
driven news networks but not by way of qualified doctors, who are allowed to openly 
debate the issues. The false and losing position of the government is never defended with 
truth or scientific studies because the best (and only) way to keep presenting a false 
narrative, and promote policies based on that false narrative, is to never debate the subject, 
never allow a dissenting voice to be heard, and to do everything possible to silence, 
obscure, discredit, and marginalize all those whose voices and opinions oppose the “settled 
silence.” Science settled by whom?—by politicians not by scientists. 
 
Vaxcon 3  

It is repeatedly made known that “vaccines” are not effective in preventing a person 
from getting or spreading Covid-19 yet injectees line up (for their shot and their booster) 
under the misconception that they are protected from the virus while the unvaxxed are not. 
Moreover, even though they are vaxxed and think they are protected they somehow believe 
they can still catch the virus from those who are unvaxxed but not from anyone vaxxed. 
Thus, at this point, there is only a pandemic of ignorance.  

Riding upon the fear and ignorance of the masses, medical apartheid is further installed 
with a deep ethical and moral divide between the vaxxed and unvaxxed. NYC and other 
areas enact medical apartheid laws banning the unvaxxed from restaurants, shows, etc., 
NYC has a big propaganda celebration in Central Park to commemorate “the opening of 
New York”—for the vaxxed. (The forces of nature intervene and the event gets rained out 
and cancelled early.) The message being delivered is clear: only if you get vaxxed can you 
take part in normal society; and only then can we get back to our normal; so everyone must 
get vaxxed. Friends and families are divided by the new vax apartheid. Family members 
who have not been vaxxed are shamed and blackballed. Thanksgiving is not the same. 
Celebs like Nikki Manaj are attacked by every talking head on MSNBC and CNN (especially 
Joy Reid) because she said people should pray and do research and decide what is best for 
themselves rather than telling her 10 million followers to shut up and get the shot. How dare 
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someone like Nikki Manaj tell her followers to pray and do their own research? They’re not 
smart enough to do that! The widespread blaming and demonization of the unvaxxed 
deepens. It’s no longer fear of Covid, per se, its fear of the unvaxxed. As a popular meme 
states, “Never in history has the ineffectiveness of a medical treatment been blamed on 
those who have not received it.” 

The bastardization of science is nearly complete. Statistical lying is rampant. Science is 
no longer a tool for truth but a way to promote lies, false positions, and the vax. (The words 
of Mark Twain become increasingly clear: “There are lies, damn lies, and statistics.”) “The 
science is settled” becomes the passive aggressive, head-in-the sand suppression tactic used 
to shut down all voices and all scientists who feel the science is not settled.   
  The only plan ever considered by the backroom policy-makers is “get the vax.” A 
study comes out of Israel—which is one of the most vaxxed countries in the world—
concluding that people who have had Covid-19 and recovered are seven to thirteen times 
more protected against breakthrough infection and symptomatic disease from Covid-19 and 
the delta variant than people who have been vaxxed. Thus immunizing people who have 
natural immunity will likely weaken their immune system making them more susceptible to 
future Covid-19 infections and infections from all variants. Vaxxing people who already 
have natural immunity is harmful to the individual and the population at large. One 
hundred million American are reported to have acquired natural immunity from having had 
Covid; vaxxing those people (thus making them more susceptible to future viruses) is going 
to cost tens of thousands of American lives. But all of this is ignored. The message remains 
unchanged: “The only way to save lives, and get back to normal, is to get everyone 
vaxxed.” The idea of natural immunity—and how that is far more effective at protecting 
someone against Covid-19 and the delta variant than the vaccine—is dismissed outright. It 
is never mentioned or considered in any Covid-19 plan. No test for Covid-19 antibodies, to 
determine acquired immunity, is ever mentioned. (The American Red Cross used to test all 
donated blood for Covid-19 antibodies but once the vaccine came out they stopped; the 
rational likely being that if people discovered that they had natural immunity they would be 
disinclined to get the shot.) Early treatment, especially with repurposed, not-patentable 
drugs is not only not considered but actively demonized and discredited by the propaganda 
machines of MSNBC and CNN. A highly effective drug, that has helped eradicate worm 
infestation in millions of human beings and earned its creators the Nobel Prize—for human 
use—and which has proven to be highly effective at binding spike proteins and thus 
preventing viruses from entering the cell—is never considered. No studies are ever citied or 
investigated. All we get from the great Rachel Maddow and her research team is that this 
wonder-drug is a dangerous “horse dewormer.” The smirky suggestion is that only a nut job 
would take this drug and only a quack doctor would prescribe it for Covid-19 because it’s a 
horse de-wormer. And to support their absurd claim they give us reports about some people 
who have died when self-administering this drug yet nothing about the many doctors 
around the world who are using it with great success. We all know if you give yourself a 
dose of a drug meant for a 1250 pound horse, which may be more than ten times the 
recommended dose for a human, there is a possibility of harm or death. Far more people 
die of unwitting overdoses from aspirin than from ivermectin but we never hear anything 
about that. All non-patentable drugs and non-profitable treatment options are systematically 
dismissed and discredited by the Big Business propaganda machine and the media they 
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control—because all of that threatens to get in the way of their vaccine agenda and the 
profit it generates. 
 
Vaxcon 2 

Vaccine mandates are put in place effecting hundreds of millions of Americans. People 
with natural immunity, who are more protected from the virus than those who have been 
vaxxed, are still mandated to be vaxxed anyway. The result of this being the likely loss of 
tens of thousands of American lives. Unvaxxed people are banned from public events, 
gyms, restaurants, certain stores, etc. People are forced out of work and their careers are 
ruined for refusing to get the shot. And, having been dismissed “with cause” they are denied 
severance pay and all unemployment benefits. More and more families are divided and 
isolated from each other. Untold misery is widespread due to vaccine-related injury and 
death yet the push for more vaccines and more boosters continues. Hospitals begin to fill up 
with vaxxers because of the many side-effects—but we never hear about any causality 
between receiving the vax and these sudden, unexplained illnesses. (And be careful to 
understand how statistical manipulation works: people who have received the vax are 
counted as unvaxxed until they get their second shot, and not until that shot has had time to 
take effect, which would be 10-14 days after their second shot. If they are admitted to the 
hospital thirty days after receiving the first shot, or say seven days after their second shot— 
from the ill-effects of the vax, or having contracted Covid-19, or for any another reason—
they are listed as being unvaxxed. If a booster gets recommended, and a person does not 
get it in the given time frame, and he goes to the hospital, he goes back to being counted as 
unvaxxed.) Protests continue and more businesses are forced to shut down. The media is 
quick to blackout or “spin” any story that goes against the official narrative or involve 
vaccine mandate protests or walkouts. (Such is the case with the thousands of Southwest 
Airline flight cancellations—which was blamed on, of all things, bad weather.) High profile, 
fully-vaccinated public figures like Collin Powell are said to have died from “Covid 
complications” rather than from the ill-effects of the vaccine. Scientific reports, covering the 
prevalence of vaccine-related injury, are censored and put under “temporary removal” 
notice. (Robert Malone, MD, one of the originators of the mRNA vaccine comments: “I have 
never seen anything like this, ever, in my entire scientific career.”) Emergency approval 
sought, and granted, to inject children under the age of seven with the vax and to introduce 
the new Covid-19 vax as one of the dozens of vaccines children are required to take. 
 
Vaxcon 1  

Vaccine passports are required to leave your house, be in public, get any kind of 
medical service, travel, have a regular job, get government service such as a driver’s license, 
etc. An unvaxxed  person is no longer entitled to medical insurance or Medicare. People’s 
every movement is traced and tracked with mandatory apps installed on their phones—“for 
their safety and the safety of others.” When going outside the unvaxxed must adhere an 
upside-down “V” their clothing so people can identify them and keep their distance. The 
unvaxxed are seen as putting their children at risk and are considered “child abusers” so 
their children are removed (for their safety) and put into child protective services. Forced 
quarantining of the unvaxxed becomes more aggressive with the set-up of internment 
camps. Finally, for everyone’s safety, government goon squads seek out and forcibly vax 
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people wherever and whenever they can be found. Vaccine passports must be updated 
every 6 months with proof that you received the booster shot else you lose your vax status 
and all the privileges that go with it and/or are then subject to forcible vaxxing. Protests and 
strikes escalate. Supply chains are further interrupted and there are widespread shortages. 
Marshall Law is regularly imposed. More people lose their work, suffer mental breakdowns, 
commit suicide, starve to death, and die of “medical complications.” All the ills befalling 
society are blamed on the unvaxxed, or the “vax hesitant.” They are the new lepers, the 
new “Jews” who get blamed for all the woes of society.  

Since the covid vax campaign proved so successful, Big Government-Pharma begins 
plans for additional vaccination programs. Covid-19 had a death rate of less than 1% and 
was a mere “priming of the vaccine pump”; new vaccines for Marburg virus, and other 
deadly viruses, which have a mortality rate of over 80% are quickly developed—and will be 
ready just when they announce the possible Marburg pandemic. There will be no pandemic 
just the announcement that there could be one—with the proviso that the only way to avoid 
this looming crisis would be for everyone to get the new vaccine. All that they need to create 
this scare is a few cases of Marburg virus reported in the USA, the claim of asymptomatic 
spread, and some paid-off university to calculate a potential death total of 100 million 
Americans (which would be the case if everyone caught the virus—and this could only 
happen if everyone does not get vaxxed.) People go into fear-panic mode believing that 
there’s a deadly virus out there with an 80% chance they will bleed out and die if they catch 
it. Everyone and everything a person comes in contact is feared and seen as a deadly 
threat. Everyone is alienated from each other. To avoid this crisis and get back to “normal” 
people will be lining up to get the new vaccine. All of this will be based on fear and a 
fantasized death-rate projection, not on an actual pandemic. After the mad frenzy to get the 
new vaccine is over (and after the faithful have gotten their shots) the focus will shift to the 
unvaxxed or the vax-hesitant: and it will be for “your safety,” for the “good of all,” and for 
“national security” that everyone be forced to get the Marburg vaccine. Police and military 
squads will be called on to enforce this policy; people who do not comply will be dragged 
from their homes and forcibly vaccinated. And all the while, the vaxxed, in their fearful 
ignorance, condone all of this. …  

Once Vaxcon 1 is reached it is self-perpetuating and, thus, we will remain at Vaxcon 1. It 
marks the total control and zombification of the masses; the end of life, liberty, and 
happiness as we know it; the end of “America” as we knew it.  
 
 
||| Vaccine Risk is Misrepresented  
 
Dr. Michael Yeadon 
https://www.thepressandthepublic.com/post/an-urgent-warning-to-the-world 
 
Ryan Cole, MD on risks of micro-clotting from Vaccine 
https://threespeakvideo.b-
cdn.net/zkalgumw/QXPzSFKXSgrreSvFtnrDdZaxuRDrkDvaYMZLRsjvwenFtGogHifJitCEwp
vgeOQt.mp4 
 

https://www.thepressandthepublic.com/post/an-urgent-warning-to-the-world
https://threespeakvideo.b-cdn.net/zkalgumw/QXPzSFKXSgrreSvFtnrDdZaxuRDrkDvaYMZLRsjvwenFtGogHifJitCEwpvgeOQt.mp4
https://threespeakvideo.b-cdn.net/zkalgumw/QXPzSFKXSgrreSvFtnrDdZaxuRDrkDvaYMZLRsjvwenFtGogHifJitCEwpvgeOQt.mp4
https://threespeakvideo.b-cdn.net/zkalgumw/QXPzSFKXSgrreSvFtnrDdZaxuRDrkDvaYMZLRsjvwenFtGogHifJitCEwpvgeOQt.mp4
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A Conversation with Dr. Peter McCullough on undisclosed risks of US vaccines. 
https://www.thepressandthepublic.com/post/perspectives-on-the-pandemic-xx 
 
||| The Threat (in terms of Covid-19 deaths) is Inflated. 
 
https://3speak.tv/watch?v=nonewabnormal/dbmxfsky 
 
||| Aspirin Reduces Symptom Severity, Covid-19 Mortality by Half 
 
https://www.generalsurgerynews.com/...on-by-Nearly-Half-For-COVID-19-Patients/64048 
    “After adjusting for eight confounding variables including demographics and 
comorbidities, aspirin tended to provide a protective effect and was independently 
associated with a 44% decreased risk for mechanical ventilation, a 43% reduced risk for 
ICU admission, and a 47% decrease in hospital mortality.” 
 
||| Natural Immunity is Ignored 
 
The Covid Recovered Have the Strongest Immunity of All, Ryan Cole, MD  
https://3speak.tv/watch?v=pandemichealth/nunqewdx&jwsource=em 
 
Study on Natural Immunity in Israel 
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.08.24.21262415v1 
     “SARS-CoV-2 vaccinees had a 13.06-fold increased risk for breakthrough infection with 
the Delta variant compared to those previously infected, when the first event (infection or 
vaccination) occurred during January and February of 2021. The increased risk was 
significant for symptomatic disease as well. When allowing the infection to occur at any time 
before vaccination (from March 2020 to February 2021) evidence of waning natural 
immunity was demonstrated, though SARS-CoV-2 vaccinees had a 5.96-fold increased risk 
for breakthrough infection and a 7.13-fold increased risk for symptomatic disease.” 
 
David Bauer of the Crick Institute 
https://twitter.com/MandiLangan0/status/1426202184220282880?s=19 
 
Rand Paul questioning one-size-fits-all vaccine policy that does not consider natural 
immunity 
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2021/09/30/sen_rand_paul_grills_hhs_sec_becerra_
quit_lying_to_people_about_natural_immunity.html 
 
||| Information and Scientific Study is Suppressed  
 
Dr. Robert Malone, original architect of the mRNA vaccine platform 
https://threespeakvideo.b-
cdn.net/llmntvfz/HvvkaxBEAEshNXsklcZmGmGnpHzrYistgUnTmmADCvokQRcPxuvyelzT
BUJOCoOq.mp4 
 

https://www.thepressandthepublic.com/post/perspectives-on-the-pandemic-xx
https://3speak.tv/watch?v=nonewabnormal/dbmxfsky
https://www.generalsurgerynews.com/In-the-News/Article/07-21/Aspirin-Reduces-the-Need-for-Mechanical-Ventilation-by-Nearly-Half-For-COVID-19-Patients/64048
https://3speak.tv/watch?v=pandemichealth/nunqewdx&jwsource=em
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.08.24.21262415v1
https://twitter.com/MandiLangan0/status/1426202184220282880?s=19
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2021/09/30/sen_rand_paul_grills_hhs_sec_becerra_quit_lying_to_people_about_natural_immunity.html
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2021/09/30/sen_rand_paul_grills_hhs_sec_becerra_quit_lying_to_people_about_natural_immunity.html
https://threespeakvideo.b-cdn.net/llmntvfz/HvvkaxBEAEshNXsklcZmGmGnpHzrYistgUnTmmADCvokQRcPxuvyelzTBUJOCoOq.mp4
https://threespeakvideo.b-cdn.net/llmntvfz/HvvkaxBEAEshNXsklcZmGmGnpHzrYistgUnTmmADCvokQRcPxuvyelzTBUJOCoOq.mp4
https://threespeakvideo.b-cdn.net/llmntvfz/HvvkaxBEAEshNXsklcZmGmGnpHzrYistgUnTmmADCvokQRcPxuvyelzTBUJOCoOq.mp4
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||| Preventative and Early Treatments Options are Never Considered 
 
https://threespeakvideo.b-
cdn.net/bjpxjxtz/xGWAUDgvfohjLPoQlBaLsZgbhGPZkWSSztORDbGmNUXYQcAIMITKKA
hQUctyONxG.mp4 
 
||| Propaganda Fuels the “Pandemic” and Division between People 
 
Mark Crispen Miller explains vaccine propaganda 
https://www.thepressandthepublic.com/post/perspectives-on-the-pandemic-xxiii 
 
Russell Brand on Vaccine apartheid  
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Id8ZHT19sexJ/ 
 
Comedian Greg Wycliffe exposes Canadian Covid Propaganda  
https://www.facebook.com/ppcGreg/videos/2951755695085053/ 
 
 
 

https://threespeakvideo.b-cdn.net/bjpxjxtz/xGWAUDgvfohjLPoQlBaLsZgbhGPZkWSSztORDbGmNUXYQcAIMITKKAhQUctyONxG.mp4
https://threespeakvideo.b-cdn.net/bjpxjxtz/xGWAUDgvfohjLPoQlBaLsZgbhGPZkWSSztORDbGmNUXYQcAIMITKKAhQUctyONxG.mp4
https://threespeakvideo.b-cdn.net/bjpxjxtz/xGWAUDgvfohjLPoQlBaLsZgbhGPZkWSSztORDbGmNUXYQcAIMITKKAhQUctyONxG.mp4
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